ability in interresponse time (the contingent dimension) increased during extinction, as for
 Morgan and Lee (1996) 
; variability in diagonal length (the noncontingent dimension, Experiment 2) did not. In Experiment 3, points were contingent on rectangle size. Rectangle size and interresponse-time (the noncontingent dimension) variability increased in extinction. There was greater variability in the contingent dimension during extinction for participants with the more varied history of reinforcement in Experiment 2 but not in Experiment 3. Overall, variability in the contingent dimension increased in extinction, but the degree of
increase was affected by reinforcement history. Neuringer (2002) argued that variability in behavior is functional, adaptive, and essential to the development of novel, complex, and efficient behavior (Dewitte & Verguts, 1999; Neuringer, Deiss, & olsen, 2000) . Neuringer asserted that variability can be changed by reinforcement and be a product of extinction. Under extinction, responses that led to reinforcers in the past are made ineffective. this often results in increases in response rate and increased variation in various dimensions of the behavior, including magnitude and topography (Neuringer, 2002) . Neuringer (2004) reported extensive research on the reinforcement of variability, but while extinction-induced variability appears essential for the development of behaviors, little research has been conducted in this area.
research on extinction-induced variability has typically compared performance on reinforcement schedules with performance during extinction. Animal studies have found greater variability during extinction than during reinforcement (Antonitis, 1951; eckerman & lanson, 1969; lachter & corey, 1982; Neuringer, Kornell, & olufs, 2001; Stokes, 1995) , with variability increasing as a function of reinforcer intermittency (eckerman & lanson, 1969; lachter & corey, 1982) . Herrnstein (1961) , however, found greater variability during continuous reinforcement (crF) than during intermittent schedules, but his results remain unreplicated. Antonitis (1951) and eckerman and lanson (1969) measured variability in extinction of response location, but correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Jennifer Kinloch, Department of Psychology, University of Waikato, Private Bag 3105, Hamilton, New Zealand. e-mail: jmk11@ waikato.ac.nz. reinforcement had not been contingent on location. Similarly, Stokes (1995) measured variability in the form of the bar press, where reinforcement was contingent simply on bar depression. in these studies, the variability studied was in a noncontingent response dimension. lachter and corey (1982) and Neuringer et al. (2001) measured variability in extinction of a dimension of the response on which reinforcement was contingent (response duration and sequence variability, respectively). in summary, animal studies show that the variability of the contingent and noncontingent dimensions of responses may increase in extinction.
there are only two studies that have examined the effects of extinction on response variability with humans (Maes, 2003; Morgan & lee, 1996) . in the Maes study, based on Neuringer et al. (2001) , responses were made across three computer keys, and when a sequence of presses met the variability criterion, there was either no consequence (the extinction condition) or the word "correct" was presented on the computer screen (the feedback condition). removal of feedback resulted in decreases in sequence variability, contrary to Neuringer et al.'s findings. Maes's (2003) data did not support the idea that extinction results in increased variability in response sequences (the contingent dimension) with humans. Maes suggested that the difference between the studies may be attributable to rats' tendencies to reproduce a reinforced response sequence immediately after a reinforcer. He suggested that when reinforcers were removed the sequence repetition disappeared, thus resulting in increases in sequence variability. the humans did not show this tendency to repeat reinforced sequences and thus extinction could not reduce this repetition. Morgan and lee (1996) , working with human participants, examined extinction-induced variability in interresponse times (irts) following differential-reinforcement-of-low-rate-responding (Drl) schedules. irt was the contingent dimension in this study. the participants completed a series of Drl schedules in which they were required to press the space bar at less than a defined rate in order to gain points. these schedules were followed by extinction. Morgan and lee reported that irts were more variable during extinction than during the Drl schedules. During the extinction period, irts frequently were much longer than those required by the longest of the Drl schedules, as well as frequently being much shorter than those required by the shortest of the Drl schedules. in their second experiment, another set of participants were exposed to one Drl schedule only, followed by extinction. Again, participants exhibited greater irt variability during extinction than during the Drl schedule. these data suggest that extinction increases variability in this contingent dimension (irt) with humans. Maes (2003) and Morgan and lee (1996) are the only two experimental studies of extinction-induced behavioral variability in humans. thus, although such variability is thought to be essential for the development of new forms of behavior, there has been little research in this area with humans. Maes and Morgan and lee both studied variability in a contingent dimension of the reinforced response and found contrary results. there are no studies with humans in which the variability of a dimension of a response not related to the earlier reinforcement has been studied in extinction. Maes reinforced variability in response sequences and then examined this same variability in extinction, presenting a potential confound. Morgan and lee, on the other hand, used Drl schedules prior to extinction. the response dimension they studied in extinction, irt, was the subject of the previous contingency, but variability in this dimension had not been specifically reinforced. this latter procedure, therefore, seems to provide a clearer picture of the effect of extinction on response variability with humans.
overall, previous animal research shows that behavioral variability increases during extinction following reinforcement, regardless of whether or not the dimension of behavior being measured had previously been subject to the reinforcement contingency. Morgan and lee (1996) found similar results with humans, whereas Maes (2003) did not. Most studies have examined only one dimension of the response, and there has been no systematic comparison of the effects of extinction on variability in both contingent and noncontingent dimensions of a behavior within a single study with humans or animals.
Given the importance of extinction in the development of new behavior, one aim of this present study was to explore extinction-induced variability in human behavior further, in particular, to compare effects of extinction on the contingent and noncontingent dimensions of a response. Given the contrary results with humans, the goal of the first experiment was to replicate Morgan and lee's (1996) procedure to see if their findings could be reproduced.
experiment 1
Participants eleven adult participants (P1.1-P1.11) were recruited through notices in the Department of Psychology. ethical approval was received from the department ethics committee for this and the later experiments in the study. Participants who were enrolled in a first-year (100-level) psychology course received 1% course credit for each day that they participated, up to a maximum of 4%.
Apparatus
experimental events were controlled and responses recorded by a computer program written in Visual Studio. Participants used a Dell 260 personal computer with a 17-in. crt monitor.
Procedure
Participation involved a maximum of sixteen 10-min sessions, with a maximum of five sessions in a day. Participants were seated alone at a computer in a room free from distraction within the university. the following instructions, used by Morgan and lee (1996) , were presented on the computer screen:
thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. Your task is to obtain as many points as possible per session by pressing the space bar. respond as often as you like. When the session finishes, please leave the room and notify the experimenter. remember, try to get as many points as you can in each session. When you are ready to begin, press the space bar.
the instructions remained on the screen until the participant pressed the space bar, after which a points counter appeared at the bottom center of the screen. the points counter remained on for the rest of the session. With each response that met the current reinforcement criterion, there was a 2-s tone and the points count increased by five.
the procedure was a direct replication of Morgan and lee (1996) . there were two phases, each with a different group of participants. each participant in Phase 1 responded on three ascending Drl conditions, with one reversal to a previous condition, followed by an extinction session. Participants in Phase 2 responded on one Drl schedule and then an extinction session. the Drl schedules determined the minimum irt required for a response to gain points. in order to progress to the next schedule or to extinction, a participant's responses were required to meet a stability criterion of less than or equal to two responses per reinforcer (on average) across the last 25% of obtained reinforcers in that session. if this criterion was not met, the participant was reexposed to that schedule in the next experimental session. extinction was similar to a Drl session, but responses on the space bar no longer gave points. extinction lasted for one 10-min session.
the schedules and schedule order for the participants in this and the subsequent experiments are presented in table 1.
Results

Phase 1
All participants in Phase 1 met the stability criterion in the first session for each Drl schedule. Figure 1 shows consecutive irts during the session with each Drl schedule and the extinction session for each participant, together with the means and standard deviations for each condition. in this figure and all subsequent figures, the horizontal dashed line on the graphs for the Drl sessions gives the length of irt required during that session. irts that fall above this line resulted in reinforcement. the vertical dotted line shows the beginning of the fourth quarter (Q4), defined by Morgan and lee (1996) as the part of the final Drl session during which the last 25% of reinforcers were obtained. to show the data clearly the axes have different scales depending on the number of responses and the degree of variation in irt. the difference in the number of responses recorded in each schedule is partially due to the fact that fewer responses can be made in 600 s with longer Drl criteria. once a Drl criterion had been met for the first time, the participants in Phase 1 continued to make responses with irts that fell at or near the criterion, with very little variability, for the remainder of the session. During the final Drl schedule, the irts for 4 of the participants met the Drl criterion after very few responses. All participants had greater maximum irts during extinction than during any Drl schedule, exceeding 200 s for 2 participants. Additionally, all had greater irt standard deviations and smaller minimum irts during extinction than during Q4.
Phase 2
P1.6 and P1.7 reached the stability criterion in their fourth and fifth sessions, respectively, whereas P1.9 and P1.11 reached the stability criterion during their second sessions. the other 2 participants reached the criterion in one session.
Table 1
The
Order of Reinforcement and Extinction Schedules Experienced by Participants in Experiments 1 (DRL Length in Seconds), 2 (DRL Length in Seconds), and 3 (Diagonal Length in Hundreds of Pixels)
Phase 1 Figure 2 shows the data from the final session with the Drl schedule and extinction. Several participants made a large number of unreinforced responses prior to meeting the Drl criterion. once the irts for these participants met the criterion, subsequent irts were close to the Drl criterion for the remainder of the session. Q4 contains very few responses for the participants who made a large number of unreinforced responses before meeting the Drl criterion. irt was more variable during extinction than during any of the Drl schedules for 5 participants. All Phase 2 participants had larger irt standard deviations, greater maximum irts, and smaller minimum irts during extinction than during Q4. 
Discussion
All participants exhibited greater irt variability (assessed from the standard deviations) during extinction than during Q4, a finding similar to Morgan and lee (1996) . the observed variability during Q4 was similar to Morgan and lee in that the irts in Q4 fell at or near the Drl criterion for that session. it is not possible to compare the actual values to those in the Morgan and lee study, as they did not provide that data. the present study extends Morgan and lee's findings by showing that irt standard deviations were greater during extinction than during the final sessions of any of the preceding Drl schedules.
these data failed to replicate the finding of Morgan and lee (1996) that reinforcement history has no effect on irt variability during extinction. in both studies the participants in Phase 1 had a history of reinforcement for a range of irts, whereas those in Phase 2 had experienced reinforcers for only one. Whereas Morgan and lee reported similar variability in extinction for Phase 1 and Phase 2, the current study found that Phase 1 resulted in greater irt variability during extinction than Phase 2. comparisons of the data with Morgan and lee's suggest that the differences lie in Phase 1 rather than Phase 2, with much higher maximum irts recorded during extinction in Phase 1 of this study than in either phase of Morgan and lee's study.
Not only did the number of Drl schedules experienced differ between the phases in this study, but the proportion of responses that resulted in reinforcers also differed. the participants in Phase 2 made many more unreinforced responses before reaching stability than did those in Phase 1. three of the participants in Phase 2 made an exceptionally low number of reinforced responses, with only 1% to 3% of their responses resulting in a reinforcer. this may help account for the differences in variability during extinction for Phases 1 and 2, as extinction might not have been discriminable from the Drl schedule preceding it for some Phase 2 participants. Morgan and lee (1996) do not provide enough detailed data to see if such effects were present in their findings. the present data suggest then that, contrary to Morgan and lee, the number of Drl schedules experienced and/or the proportion of unreinforced responses had an effect on extinction-induced irt variability in humans.
extinction is said to affect more than the reinforced, or contingent, dimension of a response. Variability in noncontingent aspects of the response (such as its form) is part of the process of developing new forms of responses. in the present experiment, irt was the contingent dimension of the response. to study the effects of extinction on a noncontingent dimension, another aspect of the response must be measured. the response of operating a space bar on the computer keyboard is not one that allows easy measurement of variations in form. While it is simple to measure irt, and it would also be possible to measure duration, irt and duration are confounded. to study extinction-induced variability further requires a response with measurable dimensions that could vary independently of irt.
the task selected for the next experiment was based on a study by ross and Neuringer (2002) in which participants drew rectangles on the screen with the computer mouse. ross and Neuringer measured response variability in terms of shape, area, and location of the rectangle on the screen.
in the next experiment, reinforcers were arranged under the same Drl schedules as in experiment 1. However, participants were asked to produce rectangles on the screen. irt and rectangle location on the screen were recorded. the goal was to see if extinction has an effect on the variability of a noncontingent dimension of a response and to examine further the differences observed between the present study and Morgan and lee (1996) . experiment 2
Participants the 12 adult participants (P2.1-P2.12) were recruited and course credit was allocated as in experiment 1.
Apparatus the computer program used in experiment 1 was modified so that the required response was drawing a rectangle on the screen using the mouse. All other apparatus were the same as in experiment 1.
Procedure the procedure was similar to experiment 1 except that the participants were required to draw rectangles on the screen. to draw a rectangle the participant was required to depress the left mouse button when the cursor was at the desired starting point and, while holding the button down, move the cursor to the location of the opposing corner of the rectangle. releasing the left mouse button determined the end location of the rectangle. thus, the instructions for experiment 2 differed from those of experiment 1 only in terms of the topography of the response required: thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. Your task is to obtain as many points as possible per session by drawing rectangles on the screen using the mouse. respond as often as you like. When the session finishes, please leave the room and notify the experimenter. remember, try to get as many points as you can each session. When you are ready to begin, click the left mouse button. once a participant clicked the left mouse button, the instructions disappeared and a points counter appeared in the bottom center of the screen. As in experiment 1, each correct response resulted in a 2-s tone and an increase of 5 points. the order of Drl schedules is given in table 1. recording the start and end locations provided the parameters of the rectangle (including diagonal length).
Results
Phase 1
P2.1 required two sessions on the second Drl schedule, and P2.4 and P2.5 required two sessions on their first Drl schedules to reach stability. in all other cases stability was achieved in one session. Figure 3 shows consecutive irts during the last session of each Drl schedule and during extinction, together with means and standard deviations, for each participant. Nearly all irts were at or near the Drl criterion throughout the final Drl session and during Q4. irts were more variable during extinction than in any of the Drl schedules or during Q4 for all participants. Maximum irts for all participants in the extinction session were greater than those in any of the Drl schedules. the minimum irts during extinction were smaller than those during Q4. All participants in Phase 1 had larger irt standard deviations during extinction than during Q4. Diagonal length. Figure 4 shows the diagonal length of consecutive responses during the last session with each Drl schedule and during extinction (including the means and standard deviations). Generally, diagonal length was variable in the first Drl but variability was much lower for the following Drl sessions. All participants had more variable diagonal lengths (in terms of larger standard deviations and higher maximum values) during extinction than during Q4. P2.1, P2.4, and P2.5 all had smaller minimum diagonal lengths in Q4 than in extinction. 
IRT.
Phase 2
P2.7 and P2.12 required one extra session and P2.10 required three extra sessions to reach stability during the Drl schedule; the other 3 participants required one session only.
IRT. Figure 5 shows that irts for P2.7 and P2.10 met the criterion near the start of the final session with the Drl, with most irts falling close to the criterion once the contingency was met. P2.8 and P2.11 met the criterion after a number of responses, and others did not meet the criterion until the majority of the responses in the session had been made. Five participants in Phase 2 had higher levels of irt variability during extinction than during the entire last session with the Drl. All participants had higher irt standard deviations, greater maximum irts, and smaller minimum irts during extinction than during Q4. However, the differences in standard deviations were not as large as those for participants in Phase 1. in order to compare variability, both within and across experiments, a repeated-measures ANoVA was performed, using irt standard deviations from Q4 and extinction and from both experiments 1 and 2. this found significant differences within subjects, F (1, 19) = 31.138, p < 0.05, η p 2 = .621, and between phases, F (1, 19) = 10.930, p < 0.05, η p 2 = .365. irt standard deviations did not differ significantly between experiments 1 and 2, F (1, 19) = 0.505, p > 0.05, η p 2 = .024, nor was there a significant interaction between experiments and phases, F(1, 19) = 0.021, p > 0.05, η p 2 = .001. However, there was a significant within-subject interaction between Q4 and extinction and phase, F(1, 19) = 11.36, p < .05, η p 2 = .374. this is seen as larger increases in standard deviation in extinction for those in Phase 1 than those in Phase 2. No other interactions were significant.
Diagonal length. Figure 6 shows that diagonal length was variable over both the last session of the Drl and extinction. All participants in Phase 2 had greater variability in diagonal length (larger standard deviations, greater maximums, and smaller minimums) during extinction than during Q4. A repeated-measures ANoVA showed diagonal length standard deviations from Q4 and extinction in Phase 1 were not significantly different from those in Phase 2, F(1, 10) = 4.604, p > 0.05, η p 2 = .315. Within-subject differences in diagonal length standard deviation between Q4 and extinction in experiment 2 were significant, F (1, 10) = 10.481, p < 0.05, η p 2 = .534, but the interaction was not significant, F (1, 10) = 1.369, p > 0.05, η p 2 = .120. 
Discussion
in experiment 2, irts were more variable during extinction than they were during Q4 in both phases. there was also greater variability in irts during extinction in Phase 1 than in Phase 2, a finding similar to that in experiment 1. thus, both results of experiment 1 were replicated with this new response.
the length of the diagonal was a noncontingent dimension of the response. For most of the participants, variability in diagonal length decreased across the schedules (Phase 1) and decreased with more exposure to any one Drl (Phase 1 and Phase 2). Diagonal length variability also generally increased in extinction compared to Q4, for both phases. However, contrary to the pattern of irt variability, diagonal length variability was not significantly different between Phases 1 and 2. in summary, the findings in experiment 2 replicated both experiment 1 and Morgan and lee (1996) , in that variability in the contingent dimension (irt) was greater during extinction than during reinforcement. they confirm the finding of experiment 1 that experiencing four Drl schedules gave greater irt variability in extinction than did experiencing only one Drl schedule. this is contrary to Morgan and lee's conclusion that reinforcement history does not affect variability in extinction. the present data also extend previous findings by showing that variability in a noncontingent dimension (diagonal length) increased in extinction. However, it appears that reinforcement history had no effect on this noncontingent dimension.
the next experiment kept the response the same but changed the contingent dimension from irt to diagonal length. the intention was to test the generality of the findings from the first two experiments.
experiment 3
Participants the 12 adult participants (P3.1-P3.12) were recruited and course credit was allocated as in experiments 1 and 2.
Apparatus the computer program used in experiment 2 was modified so that reinforcement was contingent on the distance between opposite corners of the rectangle that was drawn.
Procedure the procedure, including the instructions and stability criterion, was the same as in experiment 2. the only difference was that the schedules were changed so that the criterion for gaining the points was based on the length of the diagonal between opposing corners of the rectangle, measured in hundreds of pixels. the diagonal lengths (in hundreds of pixels) required to gain points for P3.1 to P3.12 are shown in table 1.
the same measures were recorded as in experiment 2. Also, as in experiment 2, it should be noted that when comparing the degree of variability across response topographies, diagonal length and response location were constrained by the size of the screen.
Results
Phase 1
All participants in Phase 1 reached the stability criterion in the first session with each schedule.
Diagonal length. Figure 7 shows the diagonal length of consecutive responses for each schedule and extinction. the dashed horizontal line indicates the diagonal length criterion for that session, and the start of Q4 is shown on the graph for the final schedule. there were many more responses in a session than in the previous two experiments. All participants in Phase 1 met the diagonal length criterion near the beginning of the first schedule and diagonal length changed as the criterion changed in each schedule. Some participants frequently produced diagonal lengths greater than the criterion length required to gain reinforcement. Variability of diagonal length was greater in extinction than in Q4 for all participants. Diagonal length standard deviations and the maximum diagonal length values (which were close to the maximum possible due to screen size) were greatest during extinction for all participants. All participants had smaller minimum diagonal length values during extinction than during Q4.
IRT. Figure 8 shows consecutive irts for Phase 1. there was very little variability in irt for all participants during any of the schedules. there was greater variability in irt during extinction than in Q4 for all of the participants; however, this difference was small for 3 participants.
Phase 2
All participants in Phase 2 reached the stability criterion in one session. Diagonal length. Figure 9 shows consecutive diagonal lengths for Phase 2. Five of the 6 participants met the reinforcement criterion near the start of the session. P3.12 met the criterion after approximately 50 responses. once the criterion had been met, responses continued to be at or near the reinforcement criterion for the remainder of the session. there was greater variability in diagonal length during extinction for all participants. All maximum diagonal lengths were at or near the maximum possible diagonal length (constrained to screen size) during extinction.
A repeated-measures ANoVA showed that the increase in diagonal length standard deviations between Q4 and extinction was statistically significant, F (1, 10) = 39.604, p < 0.05, η p 2 = .878, and that diagonal length standard deviations were not significantly different between Phases 1 and 2, F(1, 10) = .972, p > 0.05, η p 2 = .08. IRT. Figure 10 shows that the irts for all participants were not very variable when the reinforcement contingency on diagonal length was in effect. irt standard deviations were less than 1 s, and the means were very similar for all participants when the contingency was operative. extinction resulted in larger irt standard deviations and greater maximum irts for all of the participants than did the reinforcement schedule or Q4.
A repeated-measures ANoVA showed that the increase in irt standard deviations from Q4 to extinction was significant, F (1, 10) = 5.781, p < 0.05, η p 2 = .366, and that there was no significant difference in irt standard deviations between Phases 1 and 2, F (1, 10) = .473, p > 0.05, η p 2 = .045. 
Discussion
All participants showed greater variability in the contingent dimension (diagonal length) during extinction than during Q4 or the preceding schedules. this was similar to the finding for the contingent dimension (irt) in experiments 1 and 2, but the increase was not as great as it was in those two experiments. the increases in variability during extinction support the results of Morgan and lee (1996) . However, unlike these earlier findings with irt, there was similar diagonal length variability during extinction in Phase 1 and 2. in terms of the noncontingent dimension (irt), the results were similar to experiment 2 (for diagonal length) with greater variability during extinction than during Q4, and similar variability in Phases 1 and 2.
one possible explanation for the lack of difference in variability of the contingent dimension between Phase 1 and 2 is the different constraints on the contingent dimensions of the response across experiments. Diagonal length was constrained by the size of the screen, with a maximum possible diagonal length of 1598.6 pixels, which was obtained by all of the participants during extinction. the uniformity of this as the maximum for each extinction condition suggests that the screen size acted as a ceiling on diagonal length and, had the experiment used a larger screen, greater diagonal length variability may have occurred. in contrast, irt variability was only constrained by the length of the session (600 s). it was easily possible for the participants in experiment 3 to have maximum values equal to the maximum possible diagonal length while still gaining reinforcement and meeting the stability criterion for each schedule, as there is very little difference in the length of time required to draw different size rectangles. However, Drl schedules, particularly long ones, require pauses in responding. As such, obtaining reinforcement for drawing rectangles is much easier than obtaining reinforcement under the Drl schedules. in the previous experiments, obtaining the maximum possible irt would have required a participant to respond twice, once at each end of the session. this would not have been conducive to obtaining maximum reinforcement and would not have met the stability criterion for the session. this may also account for why the contingent dimension of the responses in the first two experiments (irt) fell much closer to the reinforcement criterion and so was much less variable than the contingent dimension during the reinforcement conditions in experiment 3.
Another possible explanation is that the changing criterion experienced by the participants in Phase 1 of each study was more salient in experiments 1 and 2 than in experiment 3. the irts recorded for the participants in both phases of experiments 1 and 2 (once the criterion was met for the first time) tended to fall on or near the reinforcement criterion for that session. in addition, irt decreased when the criterion decreased in the final schedule. thus, in Phase 1 of experiments 1 and 2, varying irt was effectively reinforced across the different sessions, whereas in Phase 2, with only one schedule, there was no such history. A number of studies have demonstrated that variability in behavior can be an operant and can be changed by reinforcement (see Neuringer, 2004 , for a review). it is possible that the different reinforcement histories could have contributed to the differences in the results from Phase 1 and 2. in experiment 3, while the participants in Phase 1 experienced four different reinforcement schedules, they tended to produce diagonal lengths that were well above the criterion and that did not change significantly with changes in the criterion. Additionally, when the criterion was lowered during the final reinforcement schedule, diagonal length remained high and was similar to that in Phase 2. it could be argued then that the greater irt variability in Phase 1 (compared to Phase 2) of experiments 1 and 2 was a result of the participants in Phase 1 having experience of reinforcement for varying irt. the lack of difference in the results from Phases 1 and 2 in experiment 3 could be a result of the similarity in the reinforcement history of diagonal length.
the contingency during experiment 3 was not time based, and this allowed much higher rates of responding than in experiment 2. A very high proportion of responses in both phases of experiment 3 was reinforced, with over 88% resulting in a reinforcer over all of the reinforcement schedules. these rates of reinforcement were much higher than for those in both phases of experiments 1 and 2. Additionally, there was a much greater difference between the proportion of total responses that were reinforced in Phases 1 and 2 of the earlier experiments than there was in experiment 3. in experiments 1 and 2, a much higher proportion of responses was reinforced in Phase 1 than in Phase 2. it has been shown that different rates of reinforcement result in differences in the degree to which behavior changes, relative to its preextinction level, in extinction. Nevin, Mandell, and Atak (1983) reported that the higher the rate of reinforcement associated with a response, the greater its resistance to change when disrupted by processes such as extinction; that is, it has greater behavioral momentum. it is possible then that the different rates of reinforcement over the phases in experiments 1 and 2 contributed to the differences in irt variability during extinction between the phases. that is, the difference in reinforcement history may be the different proportions of responses that were reinforced, rather than the different number of schedules experienced. to study the resistance to change further would require a longer extinction condition than used here.
there was a further difference between experiments 1 and 2 and experiment 3. the instructions given to each set of participants were the same; however, reinforcement was delivered under a different contingency in experiment 3. in experiment 3, the participants were instructed to respond as often as they liked. Participants in the first two experiments were required to wait between responses, and this instruction was contrary to the behavior needed to gain the maximum possible reinforcers in a session. in experiment 3 this was not the case, and responding as often as they liked would give a greater overall reinforcement rate. it is not clear to what degree this might have given rise to the different patterns of responding, but it is possible that this contributed to the development of the different reinforcement histories.
General Discussion
All three experiments replicated Morgan and lee's (1996) finding that extinction results in greater variability in the contingent dimension of the response. this finding applied not only to responses during the last quarter of the final reinforcement session, as in the Morgan and lee study, but also when data from the whole of the reinforcement schedules were considered. experiment 2 generalized this result across tasks. experiment 3 found similar results on a different contingent dimension.
Unlike Morgan and lee (1996) , the findings of experiments 1 and 2 suggested that reinforcement history did affect variability of behavior during extinction. in experiment 3 there appeared to be no effect of the number of contingency changes on variability in diagonal length (the contingent dimension). one possible explanation for this difference is the different histories of reinforcement for varying the contingent dimension. Another possibility is that having a contingency based on diagonal length (an easier task) resulted in participants making a higher proportion of reinforced responses prior to extinction than they did with the Drl schedules. thus, although participants in the two phases of the experiment experienced different numbers of schedule changes, they all experienced high numbers of reinforced responses. in this respect, they had similar histories of reinforcement in both phases and so had similar behavior in extinction.
the response requirement in experiments 2 and 3 (drawing rectangles) is a limitation of this study. the goal was to find a response that could vary in more than one measurable dimension. large and small diagonals took about the same time to produce, so varying the diagonal length criterion for reinforcement did not alter the duration of the response. As a result, in experiment 3 the participants could draw the maximum diagonal length consistently and still maintain close to maximum reinforcement rates. thus, there was no real contingency on reducing length when the criterion was reduced. the fact that the majority of participants in experiment 3 regularly drew diagonals with the maximum possible diagonal length suggests that, had there been the opportunity, much more variability would have been observed on this dimension.
the present study provides the first detailed examination of human performance on the noncontingent dimension of a response when the contingent dimension is subject to extinction. this demonstrates that extinction generates variability in both the contingent and noncontingent dimensions of a response. this has important implications for the development of new behavior, as variability across a range of response dimensions allows, and aids, the selection of a new form of the response to replace the original but now ineffective behavior. references
